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He calls at least once a day and always leaves the same message. Very irritating! Caller: MD Wellness Centre Call Type: Telemarketer 27 June 2016 | 2 ResponsesHow can I block this MD Wellness Center from calling me.  I don't pick up, but every day I have to delete this message.  I called and told me to remove the
number. HA, that never happened.  I called COX, my phone provider and they gave me a way to block the number, but they still got through.  I got a call at 480-376-8958.  I even said I'm a lawyer and now he's after them for harassment.  How did you block it?27 June 2016 It's furious.28 June 2016I I bought a call blocker
device from Amazon.  Blocks any number that I do not want to bother me!  I highly recommend! I don't answer unanswered calls. They left four seconds of voicemail. It was just a whining noise &amp; sounded like people in the background. So - telemarketing spam. This is a scam/scam from an apparently real company.
 Ignore the national do-not-call-list and call you to discuss your prescriptions and health insurance and plan you for your annual wellness exam.  They are alluding to being your insurance carrier, but they are not.  If you use them and have a managed health plan like HMO, you may find yourself solely responsible for all
your bill.1.   File a complaint with the FTC (below) labeling them a scam/rip off because they are a fraudster and are not from your health insurance company.  What they do is reportable. amp;amp;panel1-32.   Also lodge a complaint regarding DO NOT CALL LIST (below) because they are a telemarketer who ignores
the national DON'T CALL LIST (you must have placed yourself on that list), plus I have repeatedly told them to call me and place me on their don't call list.  They ignored both and continued to call.  What they do is reportable. Caller: MD WELLNESS CEN Call Type: Telemarketer A man with an Indian accent was very
dignified when he told me off after I told him I didn't know him or his company, and it's not his thing if I had my wellness checked or not.. Caller: MD Wellness Center Call Type: Telemarketer Anonymous responses to Maria1 August 2016If you have Cox for phone follow their blocking instructions, but you have to do for
each other number, I think that is the limit of 30.  If they are calling on your mobile phone &amp; you have an Android, go to Google Play &amp; try Phone Warrior, it even blocks texts. MD Wellness Center: Try to make you think they are with Medicare or with your insurance company. they will plan your FREE annual
wellness exam and scam medicare or your insurance company for payment. They keep calling me, and I'm not even on Medicare! Caller: MD Wellness Center Call Type: Telemarketer jenna answers to daleinaz16 2016 They called me asking if my provider had completed my annual check-up, I got ticked because what
right he was asking about my medical history !!!  (we nurses protect our patients history, what more if it's my own)  So I asked, Who are you??. MD wellness center and mentioned about Medicare, replied ... what the hell ... I'm not even on Medicare yet! Happy John24 August 2016 | 1 replyI did not put up and did not
leave a message. I'm glad the federal government put that Do-Not-Call Registry into action [sarcasm] BigA responses to Happy John24 August 2016I'm so glad you have such a huge understanding of what the DNC is.  (note the huge amount of sarcasm).26 August 2016 We have four phone lines coming into our home.
Two for my home business and two for personal help.  I received a call from the 480-376-8958 number and it came on our personal second line.  We can tell you when someone found us via Google Search because that's the number that pops up with our name on it.  Number *is* not what we give out.  Once search
engines find this personal information, it gets sold and these traders buy it.  Sorry! They called last week and gave their sales pitch to my wife.  Her sources say she's a test, draw blood, then bill Medicare and/or your insurance for tests you don't need and Med/ins won't pay.  You're stuck with the bill.  No results are sent
to your doctor because no tests have ever been performed.  Total breakaway.  They never go after them.  We never deal with anyone who is not our regular doctor or with someone he refers to. Caller: MD WELLNESS CENTER Call type: Telemarketer MD Wellness calls daily, sometimes more than once.  I've got their
number locked, but it's going to tie my phone up for a while.  Listened to them spiel today; they want me to make an appointment for a Medicare wellness visit at 7555 E Osborne, 480-436-5151.  Maybe their call will stop this nonsense. Caller: QUACK CHARLATAN SCAMMER Call Type: Telemarketer The same number
was calling every other day for about two weeks. Today is the first time a voicemail has been left and all that was heard was someone take a deep breath. I'm glad I don't call the letter and the FTC are both working [sarcasm] 8:13 last night I got a call on my cellphone.  My home &amp; cell are both on the do not call list.
 I didn't answer. There's no law on calls after 8??? Sounds like guidance to me. I don't want to be a part of it. Sounds fishy to me. I don't want them in my house. For whatever reasonCathy5 Jan 2017 | 1 answerCaller ID showed MD Anderson Medical Center.  Since I have a primary care doctor who didn't send me here



for some reason, I ignored the call and let it go to voicemail.  The caller left no message. Caller: MD Anderson Medical Center 10 January 2017Base part is that there is an MD Wellness Center in Arizona.  The reason I know better than any call from the medical center is that my doctor discusses all out-patient tests with
me, gives me a signed form with test codes and allows me to set up an appointment with the lab for a period of time that works with my schedule.  The messages go to him and he calls me if there is anything that requires a follow-up. Did this number call you? Did they text you? Did you answer the call? Why didn't you
answer that? Did you talk to a man? Have you been offered a product or service? Do you have any information about this number? Press YES only if you have information from a source other than this site! Thanks. Choose a rating: ? Do you have any further information about this number? Are you sure this was
fraudulent behavior? That's a serious indication! To publish this review, the description must be filled in sufficiently with the email. How would you name a category for that number? Since the category is not clear, please fill in both the title and description for us to be able to process the review. Was it a call from a private
number? This site is designed to protect against unsolicited telemarketing calls. In most cases, private numbers and personal data should not belong here. Detailed description: ? Please do not write personal information, dirty words or similar problematic statements that conflict with the legal use of these services.
Thanks. Where did you get the information? If only from this site is not useless to add a review. Write your name? Anonymous ratings have less credibility. Please write your name or nickname. If you do not fill in the information, then part of your IP address should be used instead. Your e-mail? This email will not be
publicly visible. If necessary, we could contact you. Thank you for the information Our system will process your review and if no problem is found, we will publish it. Thank you and have a nice day! Thank you for the information! So far we have collected 3 reviews(s) for this number – check them below the form. Let's hope
they help you. You can also contribute at any time when you receive some information useful to others. Thanks. He calls at least once a day and always leaves the same message. Very irritating! Caller: MD Wellness Centre Call Type: Telemarketer 27 June 2016 | 2 ResponsesHow can I block this MD Wellness Center
from calling me.  I don't pick up, but every day I have to delete this message.  I called and told me to remove the number. HA, that never happened.  I called COX, my phone provider and they gave me a way to block the number, but they still got through.  I got a call at 480-376-8958.  I even said I'm a lawyer and now
he's after them for harassment.  How did you block it?27 June 2016 It's furious.28 June 2016I I bought a call blocker device from Amazon.  Blocks any number that I do not want to bother me!  I highly recommend! I don't answer unanswered calls. Left second voice mail. It was just a whining noise &amp; sounded like
people in the background. So - telemarketing spam. This is a scam/scam from an apparently real company.  Ignore the national do-not-call-list and call you to discuss your prescriptions and health insurance and plan you for your annual wellness exam.  They are alluding to being your insurance carrier, but they are not.
 If you use them and have a managed health plan like HMO, you may find yourself solely responsible for all your bill.1.   File a complaint with the FTC (below) labeling them a scam/rip off because they are a fraudster and are not from your health insurance company.  What they do is reportable. amp;amp;panel1-32.   Also
lodge a complaint regarding DO NOT CALL LIST (below) because they are a telemarketer who ignores the national DON'T CALL LIST (you must have placed yourself on that list), plus I have repeatedly told them to call me and place me on their don't call list.  They ignored both and continued to call.  What they do is
reportable. Caller: MD WELLNESS CEN Call Type: Telemarketer A man with an Indian accent was very dignified when he told me off after I told him I didn't know him or his company, and it's not his thing if I had my wellness checked or not.. Caller: MD Wellness Center Call Type: Telemarketer Anonymous responses to
Maria1 August 2016If you have Cox for phone follow their blocking instructions, but you have to do for each other number, I think that is the limit of 30.  If they are calling on your mobile phone &amp; you have an Android, go to Google Play &amp; try Phone Warrior, it even blocks texts. MD Wellness Center: Try to make
you think they are with Medicare or with your insurance company. they will plan your FREE annual wellness exam and scam medicare or your insurance company for payment. They keep calling me, and I'm not even on Medicare! Caller: MD Wellness Center Call Type: Telemarketer jenna answers to daleinaz16 August
2016 They called me asking if my provider had completed my annual check up, I got ticked because what right is asking about my health history !!!  (we nurses protect our patients history, what more if it's my own)  So I asked, Who are you??. MD wellness center and mentioned about Medicare, replied ... what the hell ...
I'm not even on Medicare yet! Happy John24 August 2016 | 1 replyI did not put up and did not leave a message. I'm glad the federal government put that Do-Not-Call Registry into action [sarcasm] BigA responses to Happy John24 August 2016I'm so glad you have such a huge understanding of what the DNC is.  (note
the huge amount of sarcasm).26 August 2016 We have four phone lines coming into our home. Two for my home business and two for personal  I received a call from the 480-376-8958 number and it came on our personal second line.  We can tell you when someone found us via Google Search because that's the
number that pops up with our name on it.  Number *is* not what we give out.  Once search engines find this personal information, it gets sold and these traders buy it.  Sorry! They called last week and gave their sales pitch to my wife.  Her sources say she's a test, draw blood, then bill Medicare and/or your insurance for
tests you don't need and Med/ins won't pay.  You're stuck with the bill.  No results are sent to your doctor because no tests have ever been performed.  Total breakaway.  They never go after them.  We never deal with anyone who is not our regular doctor or with someone he refers to. Caller: MD WELLNESS CENTER
Call type: Telemarketer MD Wellness calls daily, sometimes more than once.  I've got their number locked, but it's going to tie my phone up for a while.  Listened to them spiel today; they want me to make an appointment for a Medicare wellness visit at 7555 E Osborne, 480-436-5151.  Maybe their call will stop this
nonsense. Caller: QUACK CHARLATAN SCAMMER Call Type: Telemarketer The same number was calling every other day for about two weeks. Today is the first time a voicemail has been left and all that was heard was someone take a deep breath. I'm glad I don't call the letter and the FTC are both working
[sarcasm] 8:13 last night I got a call on my cellphone.  My home &amp; cell are both on the do not call list.  I didn't answer. There's no law on calls after 8??? Sounds like guidance to me. I don't want to be a part of it. Sounds fishy to me. I don't want them in my house. For whatever reasonCathy5 Jan 2017 | 1
answerCaller ID showed MD Anderson Medical Center.  Since I have a primary care doctor who didn't send me here for some reason, I ignored the call and let it go to voicemail.  The caller left no message. Caller: MD Anderson Medical Center 10 January 2017Base part is that there is an MD Wellness Center in Arizona.
 The reason I know better than to answer any call from the medical center is that my doctor discusses all out-patient tests with me, gives me a signed form with test codes and allows me to set up an appointment with the lab for a period of time that works with my schedule.  The messages go to him and he calls me if
there is anything that requires a follow-up. Subsequent.
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